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Abstract

Ferroelectric domain switching in c-axis-oriented epitaxial Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 thinfilmswas studied

using biased scanning probemicroscopy tips.While linear and logarithmic dependence of domain

size on tip bias andwriting time, respectively, are well known, we report an additional linear depen-

dence on relative humidity in the 28–65% range.Wemap out the switched domain size as a function

of both the tip bias and the applied pulse time and describe a growth-limited regime for very short

pulses and a nucleation-limited regime for very low tip bias. Using ‘interrupted-switching’measure-

ments, we probe the nucleation regimewith subcritical pulses and identify a surprisingly long relaxa-

tion time on the order of 100ms, whichwe relate to ionic redistribution both on the surface and

within the thinfilm itself.

1. Introduction

The characteristic electric polarization of ferroelectricmaterials can be locally controlled via an electric field

appliedwith a biased scanning probemicroscopy (SPM) tip [1, 2]. The extremely small domains—distinct

regionswith awell-defined polarization state—formed in this fashion remain stable over extended time periods

[3]. Such nanoscale non-volatile domains allow ultrahigh (beyond 10 TBit inch−2) information storage densities

to be envisaged [4],motivating extensive studies of their switching dynamics [5]. Thermodynamically, the

switching process can be described [6, 7] as the initial, almost instantaneous, softening and reorganization of a

highly localized volume of polarization under the biased SPM tip, activated by the intense electricfield in this

region, leading to the formation of a critical nucleuswith charged domainwalls, then very rapid forward

propagation, and finally slower lateral expansion of the growing domain, as schematically illustrated in

figure 1(a). Experiments have focused primarily on the latter,more accessible regimes, using piezoresponse

forcemicroscopy (PFM) to image needle-like [8] or cylindrical [9] domains in single crystals and thin films.

Such studies have demonstrated the creep-like lateralmotion of domainwalls pinned by defects [10–12],

recently confirmedwith atomic resolution by direct imaging of domain growth using transmission electron

microscopy [13]. They also highlighted the crucial role of surface adsorbates [14–17], particularly water, which

determine the electrostatic boundary conditions and thus the size, shape and growth rate of the domain [18–20].

In contrast, the subcritical regime, where the voltage pulses are too short to fully stabilize domains of inverted

polarization, ismuch less well understood, with the additional complexity of highly dynamic electrochemical

effects such as charge injection or re-ordering under the biased SPM tip [21].These different processes all take

place in a very confined region of high electric field, at possibly very different time scales, and can strongly

influence the initial stages of polarization softening and stabilization of the critical nucleus.

In this paper, we present a detailed PFMmapping of domain switching in epitaxially-grown Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)

O3 (PZT) as a function of tip bias, writing time, andRH in the range from28% to 65%. For low tip bias, wefind

that successful switching occurs only when the activation threshold for polarization reversal is itself comparably

low, and thus depends very sensitively on the local, highly heterogeneous defect distribution [22, 23]which

provides a randomly varying pinning/activation energy landscape [12]. However, when these activation
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threshold requirements aremet, and as long as the tip bias ismaintained, the resulting domains nonetheless

growoutward by radial domainwallmotion, up to significant size. For short writing times and high tip bias, in

contrast, we observe a very high probability of initial nucleation, but successful switching depends on the

stabilization of this critical nucleus under the SPM tip. The resulting domains are very small.We refer to these

two regimes as nucleation-limited and growth-limited, respectively, in analogy to switching behavior observed

in ferroelectric capacitors [24] and thinfilms [25]. Finally, using very short repeated pulses well below switching

limits, separated by a defined ‘interruption time’, we probe the subcritical regime of domain switching,

demonstrating that the initial polarization softening and subcritical nucleus formation are characterized by

surprisingly long relaxation times of over 100 ms.

We used a 270 nm thick epitaxial, c-axis oriented ferroelectric PZT thinfilm grown by off-axis radio-

frequencymagnetron sputtering on 35 nm thick conducting SrRuO3 on (001) single-crystal SrTiO3 (CrystTec),

with high crystalline quality [26] and 2.4 nm root-mean-square surface roughness. The remanent polarization

of 75 μC cm−2 is perpendicular to thefilm plane, andmonodomain (‘up-polarized’) as grown, showing an

imprint of −1.6 Vwith coercive voltages of +3.3 V and−6.5 V at a cycle frequency of 500 Hz. To switch the

polarization, voltage pulses were applied toBrukerMESP tips with the SrRuO3 layer grounded, using aVeeco

Dimension V atomic forcemicroscope1. PFM imagingwith simultaneous recording of topography (figure 1(b)),

phase (figure 1(c)) and amplitude (figure 1(d)) signals was performed in contact resonance using a drive

frequency 10 kHz above the resonance peak (∼300 kHz) at a drive amplitude of 2.0 V. The effective domain

radiuswas extracted from the total area obtained from the binarized PFMphase images. A home-made casing

around themicroscope, combinedwith either desiccantmaterial (silica gel beads) or evaporative water source

allowed the RHof the sample environment to be stabilized in the range between 28%and 65%.The ambient RH

of the laboratorywasmeasured to vary between 30%and 54%during the course of one year.

2. Results and discussion

Tomap out the switched domain radius as a function of thewriting parameters, we applied a tip bias between 2

and 10 V for writing times ranging from80 μs to 600 s. For each set of parametersmeasured, represented by a

black dot infigure 2,five separate switching attempts weremade, and the size of the resulting successfully

switched domains averaged to obtain the effective radius. Successful switchingwas defined as a °180 PFMphase

contrast between the two polarization states, and the presence of awell-defined ring feature corresponding to a

decrease of PFMamplitude at the domainwall, characteristic of a columnar domain penetrating through the full

film thickness. At both RHvalues, we recognize the previously-reported [12] linear (figure 2(c)) and logarithmic

(figure 2(d)) dependence of domain size on tip bias andwriting time, respectively. However, for comparable

choice of writing parameters, domain radii at 44% RH(figure 2(b)) are almost twice as big as those obtained at

29% RH(figure 2(a)). Theminimum stable domain radius, almost independent of the tip bias for an

appropriate choice of pulse time, is around 17 nm for 44% RHand only 10 nm for 29% RH. These very small

domains remained stable for at least 6 weeks. The hatched area represents thewriting parameters for which the

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the electricfield induced nucleation and subsequent growth of a domain in a ferroelectric thinfilm.
Representative images of (b) topography, (c) PFMphase, and (d) PFMamplitude signals on our Pb(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 (PZT) sample.

1
The pulse time accuracy of theNanoScope V controller wasmonitored using aTektronix TDS 2014B oscilloscope and software corrected

to 0.1 μs.
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success rate of domain switching is less than 100%. In this region of parameter space, comparable for both high

and lowRH, there is a progressive transition from certainty of successful switching, with the resulting domain

penetrating through thefilm thickness, to a regimewhere the switching and stabilization of a domain become

rare.We note that unsuccessful switching includes observations of no change in either phase or amplitude in

subsequent PFM imaging, and of trace features, such as can be seen in the upper row of domains infigures 1(c),

(d), which nonetheless fail tomeet the full criteria for successful switching.

For high tip bias but short writing time, the latter appears to be the key limiting factor. In this region of

parameter space, partially switched needle-like domains2, with charged domainwalls, which do not penetrate

through the full sample thickness can often be detected, disappearing between hours and a fewdays after writing.

Such partially switched domains are characterized by an intermediate PFMphase contrast of less than °180 and a

lower PFMamplitude signal without a distinct ring feature. Their presence demonstrates that here stabilization

and subsequent growth of the critical nucleus, rather than the initial nucleation step, limit domain switching.

For low tip bias and longwriting time, in contrast, we detect no trace of partial switching. Rather, any domains

observed are fully stabilized, sometimes with diameters well above 100 nm, although the probability of their

formation gradually approaches 0%. The limiting factor in this region of parameter space is thus the low tip bias,

insufficient tomeet the threshold requirement for nucleation. This nucleation threshold, shown to locally vary

by over 6 V in epitaxial PZT [22], is determined by the distribution of defects in the thin film. The domain

switching probability thus depends very sensitively on the local defect landscape.We note that the upper limit of

the hatched area does not follow the iso-size lines of equal domain radius, thus for a tip bias below 4.5 V, domain

switching is not certain even at 100 s pulse times.

To better understand the specific contributions of the different parameters, including humidity, we applied

pulses of 0.1, 1, 10, or 100 swith a tip bias of 10 V to the sample, andmeasured the effective radius of over 1500

domains across the available RH range3. As shown infigure 3(a), wefind a linear increase of domain size with the

RH in the 28–65% range, with domain radii at highRHbeingmore than twice as big as those at low humidity.

For different pulse times the slope of this linear dependence varies from1.6 to 5.3 nm%RH−1. Since the vast

majority of PFMmeasurements are carried out at ambient conditions, this very significant effect should be

Figure 2.Average effective domain radius as a function of tip bias and pulse time obtained at a relative humidity of (a) 29%and (b)
44%. Iso-size lines and color shading indicate the parameters for which domains have the same radius. Hatching represents switching
success rates below 100%.No switchingwas observed in thewhite region. Black dots represent eachmeasured set of parameters. (c)
Cross-sections along thewhite horizontal dotted lines through the parameter space showing the linear dependence of domain radius
on tip bias. (d) Cross-sections along thewhite vertical dashed lines through the parameter space showing the logarithmic dependence
of domain radius on pulse time.

2
See supporting information for a detailed definition of partially and successfully switched domains.

3
Wealso evaluated the effects of progressive tipwear and variations inwriting protocol of lifting, scanning, or keeping the grounded probe

tip stationary after bias application.However, as detailed in the supporting information, these variables do not appear to play a
significant role.
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recognized in any quantitative study of domain switching and growth, especially given the annual RH variation

in a standard laboratory.We note that a simple extrapolation of the observed linear dependence of domain size

on humidity would yield zero-size switching limits in the 5–8% RH range.However, domain switching has been

successfully demonstrated even under ultrahigh vacuum [20, 27].We therefore expect a deviation from the

linear behavior for lower humidities approaching 0% RH. For longwriting times at high humidity, we also

observe an increasing spread in themeasured domain size. Radii of domainswrittenwith 100 s pulses below

30% RHpresent a standard deviation of only 3–10%,while for domains written above 60% RHamuch greater

standard deviation of up to 25% is extracted. This increasing spread suggests a greater influence of local

variations in the defect landscape, whichwould be expected as the electric field intensity and thus domainwall

speed decreases further away from the tip.

A straightforward explanation of the influence of the RHon the growth of ferroelectric domains is readily

provided by the presence of a watermeniscus at the point of contact between the SPM tip and the sample, as

imaged byWeeks et al [28]. However, the several hundred nmwidemenisci reported by these authors were

formed only after RH saturation, then progressive decrease to a lower target value. As long as the system stayed in

a RH range below 60%, corresponding to standard ambient conditions, the size of themeniscus at the SPM tip in

fact remained below the 50 nm imaging resolution of the experiment. Thus, a theoretical estimate of the

meniscus size obtained using theKelvin equation for capillary condensation [29] provides amore useful

approach. In our case, with the assumption of a 1 nm thick adsorbed layer of surfacewater on top of the sample

[30], we calculate the horizontal extent of themeniscus to range from12 to 16 nm for RHbetween 28%and

65%4. In electrostatic simulations usingfinite element analysis withCOMSOLMultiphysics its presence indeed

both increases the lateral extent overwhich high values of the vertical electric field (along the out-of-plane

polarization axis) aremaintained, and decreases themaximumfield intensity at the tip-sample contact point. A

watermeniscus would thus lower the probability of nucleation, which depends on the intensity of the electric

field in the local region under the biased SPM tip, butwould promotemore rapid domain growth through the

highfield regionwere nucleation to occur, in qualitative agreementwith the experimental results. However, the

calculated effect remains very local, with no significant change in thefield profile at distances beyond 35 nm

from the contact point (see footnote 4). In contrast, experimentally we observe that domain growth is still

linearly influenced by humidity up to distances corresponding to the largestmeasured domain radii of 350 nm,

suggesting that themeniscus size is only a part of the physicalmechanism and that longer range effects need to be

considered.

Figure 3. (a) Linear relation between the domain radius and the relative humidity for pulses of 0.1, 1, 10, or 100 s, at a tip bias of 10 V.
(b)Domain radius as a function of relative humidity for pulseswith a total time of 1 s at a tip bias of 10 V. Pulses were applied singly, or
split into 10, 100, 1000, or 10 000 intervals with an interruption time of 60 ms.

4
See supporting information for details of watermeniscus calculations and electric field simulations.
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One possibility proposed by Brugère et al [31] is that the electric field itself slowly propagates through the

weakly conductive surface water layer, driving lateral domain growth.However, Guyonnet et al [20]

demonstrated qualitatively similar domainwall creep both in ambient conditions and under ultrahigh vacuum,

disfavoring this hypothesis. Their work highlighted instead the important screening effects of surface waterwith

respect to both the ferroelectric dipolar forces, and to defects which can act as nucleation and pinning sites.

Varying the strength of this screening in a simple Ginzburg–Landau switchingmodel with numerically

introduced disorder reproduced the order-of-magnitude difference in the size of the resulting domainwith

identical tip bias andwriting voltage.We also note that under the locally very intense electric field of the biased

SPM tip, the disorder potential itself can dynamically evolve. Electrochemical effects such as oxygen vacancy

injection or (re)ordering, surface charging, and even irreversible physical damage to the sample [21] can

significantly change the defect landscape during switching, particularly at ambient conditions. The resulting

complex interplay between surface water screening and defect dynamics would influence not only the lateral

growth of domains, but also the initial stabilization of the critical nucleus.

To further explore these effects we used ‘interrupted-switching’PFM,measuring domain growth after the

application of 10 V bias to the SPM tip for a total time of 1 s, subdivided into 10, 100, 1000, or 10 000 shorter

pulses separated from each other by an interruption time of 60 ms, duringwhich the tipwas grounded. Yang et al

[32] reported that a similar use of pulse splitting into shorter intervals had no effects on the growth of the

resulting domain.However, as the constituent pulses approach the limit for switching, on the order of 10–100 μs

in the case of our sample, wewould in fact expect significantly reduced domain sizes and lower probability of

successful switching. Such short pulses should thus allowus to probe the initial stabilization of the critical

nucleus under different RH.

As can be seen infigure 3(b), subdivision of the total pulse time into intervals longer than 10 ms indeed has

relatively little effect.While the resulting domain sizemay be slightly smaller than that writtenwith a single

pulse, the linear dependence of domain size onRH ismaintained across themeasurement range.However, we

find that the role played by RHbecomes less important when the total pulse time is subdivided into intervals

shorter than 1 ms. In fact, for 10 000 constituent pulses of 100 μs thefinal domain size of 65–70 nmappears to be

independent of the humidity.We confirmed these observations in repeated experiments for total pulse times of

10 and 100 s, and also investigated the effect of varying interruption times (60, 120, 280, and 560 ms)which

produced no significant change infinal domain radius5. In all thesemeasurements with 10 V tip bias, the

probability of successful switchingwas almost 100%, even for the shortest subdivision times. In contrast, we find

that lowering the tip bias very strongly decreases this probability. In identical interrupted-switching PFM

measurements with 8 and 6 V tip bias, we again observe that the subdivision of the total pulse time intomany

very short intervals results in decreased domain size, with little or noRHdependence. However, the probability

of successful domain switching after 10 000 pulses of 100 μs is only 45% at 8 V, and the value drops to 15% for

6 V. For the lower (6 V) tip bias, domainwriting using fractional pulses is alsomuchmore sensitive to tip wear

and higher humidity levels (see footnote 5).

These results, in linewith the data presented infigure 2, confirm that nucleation and full stabilization of a

narrow columnar domain under the biased SPM tip occur at relatively short time scales on the order of 100 μs.

However, for the subsequent lateral growth and stabilization of large domains, we find that both high RHand

longer continuous exposure to the electric field are needed. In addition, for similar pulse times and lower tip bias

the resultingwritten domains are not only smaller, but also characterized by decreased switching probability,

pointing to the strong influence of local variations of the defect landscape.

Finally, to access the subcritical regime of the switching dynamics we used interrupted-switching PFMwith

constituent pulses below the switching limit, with varying interruption times. Each individual 10 Vpulse was

only 10 μs long, 10 times shorter than the threshold pulse duration necessary to successfully switch a domain. As

shown infigure 4, in each case wewrote a domain array, doubling the number of single pulses at each line,

starting at 1 (top) and ending at 512 (bottom). The interruption times ranged from60ms (figure 4(a)) to 330 ms

(figure 4(d)). For single 10 μs, 10 V pulses we detect no visible effect on the ferroelectric film during subsequent

imaging in either PFMphase or amplitude. However, with a repeated application of as few as 16 such pulses

separated by interruption times of up to 100 ms, successful domain switching can be observed, presenting the

minimumPFMamplitude ring feature characteristic of well-defined domainwalls6.Moreover, even down to 4

repeated pulses, we can observe traces of partial switching, with intermediate PFMphase contrast and a

somewhat amorphous PFMamplitude drop at the positionwhere the bias pulses were applied. As presented in

figures 4(e), (f), longer interruption times decrease both the complete and partial switching success rates,

determined by counting howmany domains out of the 10 in each linewere fully stabilized or partially switched.

For interruption times of 170 ms, repeated application of 256 and 512 voltage pulses still allowed successful

5
See supporting information formeasurements with different total pulse time, tip bias, orwriting protocol.

6
See supporting information for the PFMamplitude images.
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domain switching, but no stable domainswere observedwith 330 ms interruption times. Nonetheless, evenwith

these very long interruption times, we still detect a high rate of partial switching.

The cumulative effect of individual pulses, which in themselves are too short to have anymeasurable effect,

proves that the as-grown state of the thinfilm is nonethelessmodified after exposure to the electricfield of the

SPM tip for 10 μs, rendering it sensitive to further excitation. These highly local changes associatedwith the

formation and stabilization of the critical nucleus in thefirst stage of switching persist for surprisingly extended

periods. To fully stabilize a columnar domain through the film thickness, theminimum total pulse time (160 μs)

is comparable to the 100 μs requiredwith a single continuous pulse, suggesting that the changes induced by each

constituent pulse are conserved evenwith interruptionswhich are 10 000 time longer than the constituent pulses

themselves. As the interruption time is increased to 170 ms, however, the required total pulse time for the same

result is 25 times longer, showing that in this case thefilm returned at least partially towards its initial state

during the interruptions.We thus estimate the relaxation time to be on the order of 100 ms.

Figure 4.PFMphase images of domains writtenwithmultiple pulses of 10 μs at 10 V tip bias at 33% RH.The number of individual
pulses (indicated on the left) ranges from1 to 512, and the interruption time is either (a) 60 ms, (b) 100 ms, (c) 170 ms, or (d) 330 ms.
The leftmost columnof each array (framed by dashed box)waswrittenwith single 10 ms pulses and serves asmarker to locate the
lines. Success rates at which (e) complete domain switching and (f) traces of partial switching can be seen in the phase signal as a
function of the number of individual pulses, for the abovementioned interruption times.

6
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This relaxation time is far beyondwhat would be expected for either electronic or even lattice

accommodation, or for rapid ‘back-switching’ observed as domainwalls rapidly adjust their positionwhen the

local electric field of the tip is switched off [13], and points to slower dynamic effects. In addition, the formation

and initial stabilization of the subcritical nucleus appears to be largely RH independent within themeasured

range.One possibility is very local displacements ofH+ andOH− species in the immediate neighborhood of the

tip [19, 33], where the specific shape and extent of thewatermeniscus plays no significant role. These charged

species, formed at even the lowest partial pressures of water vapor on ferroelectric surfaces [34], have been

previously shown to play a critical role in screening and polarization switching kinetics [35]. Another key factor

is the redistribution of oxygen vacancies, for which drift velocities of 5 pm s−1under fields on the order of

MV cm−1 have been reported in PZT capacitors [36]. These defects, common in all perovskite oxides, are

particularly abundant in thin films grownon SrTiO3 substrates [37], and tend to reorganize under the influence

of a biased SPM tip [21]. Even small changes in the oxygen content in perovskitematerials have been recently

shown to have significant effects [38, 39] in terms of resistivity or c-axis parameter. A localized increase in the

density of oxygen vacancies under the tip could thus strongly contribute to the observed long-life ‘activation’ of

this region and its subsequent tendency to switchmore easily.

We also note that recentmeasurements of the role of RH in switching on thinned LiNbO3 single crystals,

generally containing fewer defects, showed completely opposite behavior with no observed change in domain

size for 0–60% RHand a precipitous drop thereafter [17]. These differences strongly suggest that

electrochemical contributions fromwithin the ferroelectric, as well as ionic effects of adsorbates on the surface,

need to be considered.

3. Conclusions

From a detailedmapping of the size of SPM-tip-written ferroelectric domains in PZT as a function of both tip

bias and pulse time forwhich it is applied, we identify nucleation- and growth-limited switching regimes at low

bias and short writing times, respectively.We show that these regimes depend on very different factors, the first

controlled by variations in the defect landscapewhich locallymodify the nucleation bias threshold, the second

by the dynamics of the stabilization of the critical nucleus and the initial stages of vertical domain growth

through the film thickness. In addition, we quantify the linear dependence of domain size on the RHover and

beyond the full range of values corresponding to its annual variation in a standard laboratory, which can

significantly affect themeasurements of domain switching dynamics in ambient conditions. Finally, introducing

interrupted-switching PFM in the subcritical regime, we extract surprisingly long relaxation times on the order

of 100 ms for the localmodifications in the ferroelectric film associatedwith the formation and stabilization of

the critical nucleus.

Supporting information

Effects of tip wear, geometry of thewatermeniscus, finite element simulations of the vertical electric field,

alternative interrupted-switching PFMprotocols, and PFMamplitude images of the subcritical switching

experiments. Thismaterial is available free of charge via the internet at stacks.iop.org/njp/17/013002/mmedia.
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